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Abstract. Giisanov’s theorem is a generalization of the Cameron-Martin formula for the deriva- 
tive of a measure induced by a translation in Wiener space. It states that for q a nonanticipative 
Brownian functional with l I cpl’ ds < 00 a.s. and dv= exp [t (tp)] dY with E {1 ) = 1, where f(s) 
;Spdw - i, I cpl’ ds, the translated functions (Tw)(t) = wt - /of ‘p ds are a Wiener process under 
P. The Girsanov functionals exp [f(q)] have been used in stochastic ontrol theory to define 
measures correspon.ding to solutions of stochastic DES with only measurable control laws en* 
tering the right-hand sides. The present aim is to show that these same concepts h:.tve direct prace 
tical aipplication to final value problems with bounded control. This is done here by an example, 
the noisy integrator: Make E{x~ }Ismall, subject o dx, = ut dt + dw,, lu I < 1, xt observed. For 
each control law *there is a definite cost ~(1 - t, x) of$arting at x, t and using that law till t = 1, 
expressible as an integral with respect o (a suitable) P. By restricting attention to a dense set of 
smooth laws, using ItG’s lemma, Kac’s theorem, and the maximum principle for parabolic equa- 
tions, it is possible to calculate sgn uX fo;. a critical class of control laws, then to compare control 
laws, “solve” the Bellman-Hamilton-Jacobi equation, and thus justify selection OF the obvious 
bang-bang law as optimal. 
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1. Introduction 
In many problems of optimal stochastic ontrol anyone with a good 
physical or engineering intuition can correctly guess an optimal control 
law, but cannot justify his guess mathematically except perhaps by labo- 
rious machine calculations on examples, using say dynamic progra 
Our object is to show that the exponential function&Is expressing the 
derivatives of measures induced by transiations Hn Wiener space provide 
a neat setting in 
ltations at ail, 
which such justffications can be. given, without 
ular eontrol aw; bstii f and ti are nonantfcipb ‘Ive WMI raspeot o (the 
function) x, snd u mod only be measurable, A ‘“solution” of the equae 
tion is provided by the functions wt under *P with s(t, w) =f(t, w, u(f, w)), 
in the sense that there is a Wiener process W, such that 
Wt = s f (s, w, u (s, w )) ds + W, . 
0 
No more is claimed for this solution than that it has the right distributions. 
This idea haa been exploited in stochastic ontrol theory to give existence 
proofs for optimal control laws [ 11, counterexamples [ 61, and Hamilton- 
Jacobi conditions for optimality [S], We show that it is also useful for 
justifying some natural guesses as to the identity of optimal control 1;l.w~ 
in final value problems with bounded control; indeed we solve a class of 
problems of this type, using only inequalities and the maximum prin- 
ciple. 1
In c)rder to simplify presentation and to expound the methods at their 
barest, we limit principal attention to an example: the noisy controlled 
integrator depicted in Fig. 1; natural extensions to other cases are dis- 
cussed in a final section; their full extent is not yet known, In our ex- 
ample f(s, x, u) = u and the equation to bc solved is dx, =U (t, x,)dt + dw,. 
The feedback loop contains the control law, which depends only on the 
current value xt and is restricted to a value between - 1 and f 1. The con- 
trol problem is to pick a law u : [O, 1 ] x + [-‘I, 11 ~0 as to m&e the 
expected output x1 of the integrator at e 1 small, Now it is “physi- 
dly obvious” that the solution to this problem is to push x, in the nega- 
tive direction if it is positive, and in the positive direction if it is negative. 
That is, anyone’s obvi s guess is that the best U(S, X) should be the 
bang-bang law -sgn x he interesting mathe 
that this guess is inde 
atic& problem is to she 
1 We mean here the maximum principle for parabolic operators, not the maximum principle of 
Pontrjagin used in control theory. 
Fig. 1. Linear control of noisy integrator; dx, = u(t, xt) dt t d W. 
2, Formulation 
Let k(x) be a positive even function, increasing in x > 0, that mea- 
sures the cost of having the integrator assume the value x at the final 
time 1, Let the class SQ of admissible control laws consist of all func- 
tions u : [0, l] X R + [- 1, 1 ] such that u is jointly measurable. Con- 
sider the problem of choosing a control law u E ~4 so as to minimize 
J[u] =E{&Q)subject to dx, = u (t, xt) d t + d wt. The question at once 
arises, in what sense is the equation intended to hold? For the ordinary 
theory of It6 stochastic differential equations is not applicable here be- 
cause u is not known to be Lip. However, the problem can be formulated 
adequately and then solved provided we accept solutions, or rather solu- 
tion measures, obtained from Girsanov’s theorem as in the introdlnction. 
To proceed, we define for each u E ~4 , x E R and s E [0, l] a “solu- 
tion” starting at x at time s and using control law u. Let w,be a 
process. To solve x, = x, d.x, = u(t,x,) dt + dW,, take the functions 
Xt =x + Wt_s, t>sZO, 
under the measure 
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=exp [S,i(T,u)l dP,, Txu(u,~)=u(u,x+~), 
t [s t = exp u(u, x + wU_S)dwU - i J u2(u, x + w”_s ) Id du 
S S 
We remark that both the solution functions and the measure depend on 
(s, x), as they should. Accordin: to Girsanov’s result, the process 




under i,and dx, = u(t, q) dt + dW, in the sense that 
t 
L 
u(u, XJ do + W, . 
S 
present,stion of the cost 
The cost (function) in Markovian stochastic control problems i the 
expected cost as a function of starting place and starting time, for a 
particular control aw. It is convenient touse the notation g( a, l ) syste- 
matically for the “turned-around” control law 1 - 0, X) = u(u, x), 
t= l,r= l-s=“timet 
ables a bit, we can write the cost function for the control aw u as 
I ( k(xt w,)ex & 
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ac [ 91 has given what amounts to a PDE for expectations of the form 
namely: ~(0, X) = C(X), r7 = 3 7XX + TV. This equation is valid under a 
wide range of weak conditions [ 31. For our purposes it will suffice to 
prove it when 1: E C2 is of exponential type and V E C2 is at most linear 
in its second argument. Under these conditions 7 is Cl in r and C2 in X. 
This can be proved by first using the scaling w, + a1i2 w(u/r) in the ex- 
pectation so that the E integration is only over a Wiener process defined 
over [O, 11, and then using absolute convergence of differentiated inte- 
grands to justify successive differentiations under . Then we argue that 
1 y(r+&,x)=E -C(J~fwT+6-wg+w~) 
I 
TM 
X exp $ V(?+S-l],#+w~-Wgtw~)d~) 
6 
6 
t V(,t&-o,x+w”)du s 
0 1 
= E{y(r, x =I= w,)}+ Cy(r, x) V(T, x) t o(6) 
=rk ~)+EbJc dwg)+3 E{r,,@, x)w;)i+ 6yV+o(6) 9 
and Kac’s formula follows!, 
The cost function can be related to Kac’s inte 
V(s, X) = - e, - 
c (x) = k(x) exp [ G(0, x)] , 
where 
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A similar idea was used by L.A. Shepp and the author [ 21, By Itb’s dif- 
ferential formula, for g E SQ r7 C3, 
~(0, x+ w7) - ~(7, x) = J f+Wu $ gb - u, 2) dz du 
0 0 
+~g(~-u,x+w$bvu+ i]g, T_u du. 
0 0 x+wu 
It follows that with V as above 
uk x) = exp [ - G(7, x)] 
I x E k(x-y)exp [G(O,x+wJ exp \ [ 
jV(r-qx+wu)du . 
0 Ii 
By Kac’s formula, the expectation above satisfies 
do, XI= WI exp [c(O,x)l, (87 = ‘2 vxx + Vip. From this we see incidentally 
that ~(0, X) = k(x), uT = iuXX +awX ; this is precisely the equation satisfied 
bY wk(x, ) I q-7 =x} when xt is given by the stochastic DE 
d+ =g(l-t,x,)dt+ dwt,xl_T = X, and g is smooth, say with bounded 
first partials. 
Lemma4.1.Ifk(~)=D(exp[~Ixl])andgE~ n Cwith sup(lgJ+lg,I)<a 
theiT \ / 
u(r, x) = Q(exp [(rc + 2)1x1]) 
uniformly for 7 E [O, 11. 
Prosf. lG(s,x)lL Ixl,so~(~,7”g)<2lxl+ lw,I+const. 
Lemma 4.2. With k E dL and of exponential type, and g EZ !R n C2 with 
SUP(k& + I&b < QQ, the gradient ux has the form 
k’(x+~~) exp fg(r, T,g)+ s gz . 
0 
WY x) = kk x) exp [6(7, x)] 
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q has the form of Mac’s integral with C(X) = k’(x) exp [ G(0, 
V(s, x) = - Gs + i(s, - g2), so it satisfies 
V(O, x) = k’(x) exp [W, Jc)l 9 
% = 4r7,, - VW, - ts, + ts21 ’
Hence [ satisfies 
UO, x) = k’(x) 
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x)] and 
This is precisely the equation satisfied by uX if u satisfies ~(0, x) = k(x), 
VT = 4 uXX + gu,. (Just differentiate.) Thus uX = [, because an argument 
similar to Lemma 4.1 shows that [ is of e:cponential type, and the uni- 
queness theorem for parabolic operators alpplies. 
The value of this representation will be that the sign of k’ becomes 
relevant o that of uX. 
Lemma 4.3. J[u] is continuous in the L, mpology of d . 
Proof. Fix x and put A, = exp [s~U’xu~)l - exp [S@nx u2)1 for 
~1, ~2 E SQ l From k(x) = O(exp [K IX I]) and Schwarz’s inequality, we 
find 
+ const l E(X 
k+Wli>K-llogN 
exp[d,c+wli] iA,i}~NE{iAllZ) 
+ 2 const. sup (E1’2{ &(ui E’lZ{e,:p[2Kix+wli] x,KX+KW ,,bgN}}). 
UEd 
1 . 
The sup in the second term is finite by an argument of Girsanov [ 81. The 
in the second term goes to 0 as IV + 00. So it is enough to show 
thatE{I A,i2}+ 0 as ii u1 - u2ii does the same. To this end note that by 
the c2-inequality, 
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NJu 1 - u2)2) ds 
exp[--w2/2s] sw112 TX (ul - u1>2 ds dw e 
0 -0 
+ (2~#-‘~2 II#I- U,II . 
Since II TX u1 - Txu211 = II u1 - u2 II, we can pick first r) so small and 
then II uI - u2 II so small that E(/b TX& -u~)~} < E (uniformly in x, in 
fact, although this is not needed). The desired result now follows from 
Gronwall’s lemma, because 
exp i4f@)] ds < = . 
5. The sgn of the gradient 
In this section we calculate sgn ux for control laws that are smooth in 
tb x and odd in X. Knowing sgn uX makes it possible to use the maximum 




This follows from the even and odd properties of k and g, respec- 
along with the fact that -w is a Wiener process. We have, by It6’s 
lemma, 
ux = Iz exp[S@ T&)1 k’(x -- ~7) + k(x + wT) x -t ~7) - g(r, 1.:) 
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Since g(q x) = -g(s, * .x), g&x) = gJs, z)I,=_, , we find that 
t;(c T,g), = - j&-v. -x-ws) dw8 7 4 Jg2(7_v, -x+)& 
0 0 
= 3p7, T_,g)_, 9 
and since 
(Pkx w) =-&,-xx, -w), 
-w has the same distribution as w, 
Eb(7, x, w)} = - E{q(r, -xx, --w)} = - E{q(r, -x, w)} ,
Eb(c 0, w>) = - E{p(r, 0, w)} = 0 . 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 are satisfied, 
and that in addition k’(x) ?? 0 in x >, 0. Then 
s&W v, =sgnx. 
Proof. We already know that uX = 0 at x = 0, from Lemma 5.1. For 
x > 0, consider the stopping time s = inf o : w, = -x and the decompo- 
sition, from Lemma 4.2, 
ce’ w . ? ws IS a “fresh” rownian mlotion independent of ci {w,, v 5 in) 9 
and 
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1 expectation above is independent of the first two factors 
n and can be replaced by v,(r-- s, 0) = 0, The second term 
because k’& =t w7) cM > 0 if T < ~1. A similar a ument, or one 
ymmetry, shows that t), 5 0 f/Dr x 5 0, 
f control laws 
To smooth con!rol aws from 
we shall extend them to 
functions f : 
bY 
u ch are defined on y on [0, l] X R, 
them to 0 when s 4 [0, 11. For 
he smoothings f + Se f defined 
where C = square of side 26 centered on the origin in R* . (S, )n f belongs 
to A if f does, approaches f in L2 as 6 + 0, and has bounds J nth partials. 
We now show that iven any control aw QZ SQ there is another law .’ 
u~st ,asgoodasft within E, and within e in norm of our natural 
ess candidate a(~, X) = - sgn X, 
oaf’. Choose 6by Lemma 4.3 so that II (S,)4 f - fll is so small that 
,I[(S,)4f ] 5 J[ f I + +e l 
Let now u,, h ~0q be C^I functio s such that (see Fig. 3, 
h= u2(S J4f 6 ’ 
U(~J_)=-sgnz, IzP S, 
u(s, 2) = - u(s* -- 2) , 
u(s, 2) 5s for 2 2 0, , 
(l&q -I= lu,l) < 00 l 
Fig. 2. Section of functions h, u2 and (S6)4fat a fixed tim, 
It is clear that 6 can be further educed, if necessary, cothat both 
iiu-alice, 
J[h] 5 J[(S,)4f] f+e .
Note that h >, u in z 1 0 and h 5 u in z *r 0. Define the parabolic oper- 
ator L[g] by 
a2 L[g]= a-- 
ax” 
fgk xl &- ;r 8 
SO that with e(r, x) = JT x [u], ~(7, x) = $ x [h], 8 # 
Lb1 4 = 0 9 L[h]q = 0. 
y Lemma 5.2, sgn g, = s 




It follows from Lemma 4.1 that q - t is of exponential type. The maxi- 
mum principle for parabolic operators (see e.g. [9, p. 433) then gives 
q - t ?E 0, i.e., J7 X [h] >, Jr x [u]. It follows that I P 
J’ “[Ul IJ[hjti,J[f]+e. 
Theorem 6.2. The control law ~(8, x) 
inf J_ [v] for any 7, x 
VEd ’ 
=- sgn x achieves 
E [O,l] x R, 
Proof. Take e > 0 and v E SQ . By Lemmas 4.3 and 6.1, there is a law 
g E aQ such that 
J[g] 5 J[v] +4e, 
I J[g] -J[u] I <-#E, 
so that J[u] 5 J[v] + E. Since e is arbitrary, the theorem follows. 
If the drift term of the equation to be solved is f(t, x, r.r(t, x)) dt 
rather than merely u(t, X) dt, we can still proce-zd so long as the odd and 
domination properties used above are valid. In proving uX IXzO = 0 in 
Lemma 5,1, only the evenness of k, and the oddness of u in x were used. 
Clearly, if 
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fV, x, u) = -f(t, “X, -u) $ (7.1) 
then jQ’, x, u(t, x)) will be odd in x if u(t, x) is, and the same arguments 
can be used. To get the inequality needed for applying the maximum 
principle, it is convenient to take f monotone in the control in the sense 
that increasing the magnitude of control increases the drift in the return 
direction, i.e., 
x 2 0, 24 2 u * f(t, x, u) 2 f(t, x, u) . (7.2) 
With assumptions (7.1) and (7.2) on f it again follows that the best con- 
trol law is - sgn x. Note that there is no assumption that f(t, x, u) < 0 
for x > 0; thus f may not even be pushing the right way; the important 
thing is that it be more right for a larger control than for a smaller. (7.1) 
and (7.2) are met, e.g., if f(t, x, u) = a(t, x) + b(t) u with b > 0 and 
a(t, x) = -a(t, -x). 
Moreover, it is easily seen that the assumption (7.2) can be dropped 
at the expense of losing the simple form -sgn x for an optimal’law,*and 
mcurring other minor complications. One simply proves that if u1 is odd 
iv x and satisfies 
f(t, x, u,(t, x)) $lf(t, x, u&t, x)), x’o 7 , 
> - - 
then u1 is no worse than u2. Setting 
U(t, x) = {u E [ - 1 g 1 ] : u minimizes ,f(t, x, u)}, x’o _ , 
u(t, x) ={U E [- 1,l I : u maximizes f(t, x, u)), xc0 _ , 
it follows that any u( l , l ) E d with u(t, x) E U(t, x) is optimal. Note 
that here U(t, x) = - U(t. - x), so that U(t, 0) = - U(t, 0) = 0, and the 
definitions are consistent at x = 0. 
Generalizations to integral. criteria, to yt dimensions, and to measures 
other than Wiener’s are all possible. Since these are either quite straight- 
forward, or else involve wholly new principles, they are not pursued 
here. 
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